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My road

► After years of government affairs work at the Ohio Pharmacists Association, a few anecdotal 
reimbursement complaints from pharmacies grew into a loud chorus that pushed me into the 
bowels of the prescription drug supply chain.

► Severe pharmacy margin pressure in Ohio Medicaid managed care during a period of 
massive state drug spending growth drove me to search for where the money was going.

► Years of learning and digging led to the uncovering of hundreds of millions of dollars in 
hidden drug costs and a nationwide reckoning for drug pricing reform.

► Launched 46brooklyn Research in 2018 to publish and translate publicly-available drug 
pricing data for free.

► Launched 3 Axis Advisors in 2019 to help others solve drug pricing riddles using more 
extensive data research and analysis. Clients include Medicaid Fraud Control Units, 
government agencies, provider groups, research firms, technology companies, law firms, 
investment analysts, employers, benefit consultants, and private foundations.

https://ohiopharmacists.org/
https://www.46brooklyn.com/
https://www.3axisadvisors.com/
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What’s the price?

When you make (things) vastly complicated … the 

system often goes out of control

Charlie Munger
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Which price are you talking about?
MANY PRICES AVAILABLE FOR DRUGS IN THE U.S.
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Drug prices are…

Hidden
Set by contracts, 

not efficient market
Prone to 

manipulation
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Enter pharmacy benefit managers 
(PBMs)
Decades ago, as more medicines 
entered the market and prescription 
drug costs grew, plan sponsors 
sought ways to holding spending 
accountable.

PBMs were brought in to act as 
friction against drugmakers, 
wholesalers, pharmacies, and other 
members of the drug supply chain. 
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The evolving role of PBMs

As PBMs worked to control one end 
of the drug supply chain, they 
began to develop business interests 
in the very marketplace that they 
were hired to control.

Today, PBMs advertise that they are 
the only entity working to control 
prescription drug costs, but data 
shows that PBM profits generated 
off prescription drug transactions 
heavily distorts their incentives 
to control drug spending for their 
clients.
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https://www.flickr.com/photos/26008993@N04/13982403427


What’s been 
happening in 

Ohio?
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Pharmacists cry foul
► Pharmacies and PBMs are Hatfields and McCoys

– Pharmacies want to be paid more; PBMs want to pay less

► PBM consolidation creates greater leverage to pay pharmacies less

– Big Three PBMs have 75%-85% combined industry market share

• These percentages do not account for smaller PBMs utilizing Big Three tools/services

► PBM ownership of mail order, specialty, and retail pharmacies inserts conflicts of interest in PBMs’ overall 
pharmacy reimbursement processes

► Pharmacy grievances grow to include:

– Predatory audit practices, gag clauses, clawbacks, formulary exclusions, underwater claims, price 
discrimination, patient steering, mandatory mail order, processing fees, accreditation fees, DIR fees, 
ambiguous terms, etc.

► Summer 2016: PBM CVS/Caremark provides services for 4 of 5 Ohio Medicaid MCOs

– Pharmacies report massive reductions in Medicaid MCO reimbursements

• 60-80% reduction in margins on Medicaid MCO claims

► Ohio Department of Medicaid begins looking into the issue

► Despite massive pharmacy cuts, ODM paying more for prescription drugs than ever before

► As ODM investigates, pharmacies shutter across the state
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Pharmacists cry foul
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Enter JMOC
► After two years of significant erosion of pharmacy margins within the Ohio Medicaid managed care program 

and few answers from state officials, in January 2018, the Ohio Joint Medicaid Oversight Committee’s 
actuarial firm, Optumas, reported that prescription drug spending had increased nearly 20% over a two-year 
stretch in the Ohio Medicaid managed care program.

► Because of what we knew about what was happening in pharmacy, and because we knew that generic drug 
prices were tanking (we started actually tracking market pricing trends using public CMS data), it didn’t make 
sense that state costs could be increasing so much.

► Later, then-state Representative Mark Romanchuk demanded to see a breakdown of the spend, where we 
learned that despite the lower payouts to pharmacies and the deflating generic market, Ohio’s generic 
drug unit costs increased 1.8% in SFY 2017.
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Enter the Columbus Dispatch

Source: https://www.dispatch.com/news/20180312/cvs-accused-of-using-medicaid-rolls-in-ohio-to-push-out-competition

► After two years of waiting on better answers 
from state officials, and simultaneously 
studying drug pricing trends from CMS, 
decision was made to take the issue to the 
public

► First Columbus Dispatch “Side Effects” 
series piece released on March 12, 2018, 
highlighting pharmacy complaints and 
growing suspicions that Ohio Medicaid MCO 
PBMs were paying pharmacies low, billing 
the state different high rates, and pocketing 
the differences.

► PBMs refused to confess to the “spread 
pricing practice”

► Ohio legislative leaders and then-state 
auditor Dave Yost call for investigation and 
audit

► April 2018: ODM announces their own plans 
to audit on the heels of Yost announcement
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Buried drug pricing treasure found

Source: https://www.46brooklyn.com/medicaid-drug-pricing-hexmap

► In the midst of all the chaos, CMS data 
showed massive disconnects in Medicaid 
drug prices vs actual drug costs and big 
differences in Medicaid drug prices from 
state to state

– Aripiprazole 15 mg tablet in Q2 2018

• Avg pharmacy acq cost: $0.41

• Washington: $0.57

• Illinois: $0.73

• Pennsylvania: $3.06

• Indiana: $3.44

• Ohio: $3.90
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Buried drug pricing treasure found

Source: https://stories.usatodaynetwork.com/sideeffects/cost-cutting-middlemen-reap-millions-via-drug-pricing-data-

show/site/dispatch.com/

► Columbus Dispatch reporters traveled the 
state of Ohio picking up data files from 
pharmacies to see what they were actually 
being paid in Ohio’s Medicaid managed care 
program. They compared that data to what 
the state was being charged (according to 
CMS), and released a first-of-its-kind 
blockbuster spread pricing analysis on June 
17, 2018.

– Dispatch analysis of data from 40 Ohio 
pharmacies shows about a 12% 
spread markup on Medicaid 
prescription drugs
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Buried drug pricing treasure found

Source: https://issuu.com/thecolumbusdispatch/docs/pbm_hds_final_report_executive_summ

► The Dispatch’s work to expose “spread pricing” set off a huge chain of events.

► Within just a week of the Dispatch’s spread story, ODM released a summary of their spread pricing analysis 
(conducted by HealthPlan Data Solutions), which showed PBMs grabbing $223.7 million in hidden pricing 
spreads within the Medicaid managed care program from Q2 2017 to Q1 2018, accounting for 8.8% of 
overall (pre-rebate) spending on prescription drugs.

► Eventual release of a more comprehensive (yet still redacted report) revealed additional $20 million in 
spreads captured under Centene plan, bringing total program haul to approximately $244 million.

► ODM-commissioned report said PBM spreads were 3-6 times the going rate for similar PBM services
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Buried drug pricing treasure found

Source: https://ohioauditor.gov/auditsearch/Reports/2018/Medicaid_Pharmacy_Services_2018_Franklin.pdf

► August 2018: Auditor Yost releases results of 
his audit, validating many of the findings and 
revealing new nuances to PBM spreads and 
pricing practices

– Wide disparities in spreads from 
county to county

– Spreads mostly harvested on generic 
drugs

– Of the total state spending on generic 
drugs, 31.4% went to PBMs via spread 
pricing
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Ohio isn’t alone

3AA analysis of Medicaid 
managed care pharmacy claims 
in Michigan showed:

• Drug costs going down

• Pharmacy margins going 
down

• PBM spreads going up

• State costs going up

Spread pricing allows 
pharmacy-affiliated PBMs to 
shift traditional pharmacy 
margins to the PBM side of 
their enterprise.

https://www.3axisadvisors.com/projects/2019/4/28/analysis-of-pbm-spread-pricing-in-michigan-medicaid-managed-care
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https://www.3axisadvisors.com/projects/2019/4/28/analysis-of-pbm-spread-pricing-in-michigan-medicaid-managed-care
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Pulling out the spread

Source: 

https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5b3671307e3c3affbef7980b/t/5cb7cd7b8165f542e5d95798/1555549566416/MCP+CE

Os+ltr+4-4-18.pdf

Source: https://www.46brooklyn.com/research/2019/4/21/new-pricing-data-reveals-where-pbms-and-pharmacies-make-their-

money

► Beginning in Q3 2018, Ohio Medicaid 
officials required MCOs and PBMs to 
remove the spread from their pharmacy 
claims reporting and instead disclose exactly 
what the pharmacies were paid.

► CMS data comparing pharmacy acquisition 
costs to what MCOs reported back as the 
drug cost showed massive changes to state 
cost exposure
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Pulling out the spread

Source: https://www.46brooklyn.com/research/2019/4/21/new-pricing-data-reveals-where-pbms-and-pharmacies-make-their-

money

► But not all drugs cratered in their price.

► Now that CMS data showed exactly what pharmacies were paid, it’s worth noting which drugs continued to be 
“overcharged” to the state or looked at differently, overpaid to pharmacies

► With many of the drugs that were being overpaid to Ohio pharmacies in Q3-Q4 2018, many were specialty 
medications that were traditionally restricted or steered to MCO or PBM owned pharmacies
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Rise of the effective rates

Source: https://stories.usatodaynetwork.com/sideeffects/pharmacy-benefit-managers-poised-to-grab-

money-theyve-already-paid-to-ohio-pharmacists/
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► New phenomenon emerges where PBMs “overpay” pharmacies relative to their contract terms, building up on 
excess that can be clawed back at a later date

► July 2019: Dispatch exposes these “effective rate clawbacks” as a new way that PBMs could arbitrage prescription 
drug claims. PBMs deny engaging in clawbacks; pharmacists warn each other that newly found margins are illusory
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Rise of the effective rates

In Michigan, after spread pricing was 
eliminated in 2018, pharmacy 
reimbursements started rising (100%-
125% increase under OptumRx and 
CVS/Caremark).

We later learned from pharmacies that 
much of the increased payments were 
clawed back.

In a pass-through pricing model, plan 
sponsors lose auditing visibility once 
reimbursement hits the pharmacy.

By overpaying at the point of sale, 
and clawing back excess payments 
later, PBMs have shifted spread to 
post-adjudication and out of sight 
from plan sponsors.

Reference: https://www.3axisadvisors.com/projects/2019/4/28/analysis-of-pbm-spread-pricing-in-michigan-medicaid-managed-care
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Rise of the effective rates

Reference: https://www.dispatch.com/story/news/2021/07/15/prescription-drug-clawbacks-pharmacy-benefit-managers-ohio/7817914002/
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“Elie Bahou says he remembers well when 

the order came down about a decade ago 

from the front office of his multibillion-dollar 

employer: Come up with new tactics to make 

more money.

‘We were sitting around one day looking for 

ways to generate more revenue and the C 

suite kept pushing us for more and more,’ 

Bahou recalled. ‘That was my employer 

trying to squeeze more and more and 

more dollars.’

Thus was born a concept most have never 

heard of: effective rate clawbacks.

https://www.dispatch.com/story/news/2021/07/15/prescription-drug-clawbacks-pharmacy-benefit-managers-ohio/7817914002/
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Case study: Calcipotriene Cream in 
Florida Medicaid

► Calcipotriene cream (generic Dovonex) is synthetic 
Vitamin D

► Nearly 60% of all calcipotriene spending came from 
one MCO.

► Analysis of claims data revealed that the MCO’s PBM 
was paying pharmacies more than $1,300 per claim 
at the point of sale

– $977 profit per claim

► Further investigation revealed that the PBM was then 
classifying the drug as generic for pharmacies, 
clawing back the overpayment

– We estimate the PBM took back over $1,000 
per claim on this drug

– What on paper appeared the most profitable 
pharmacy claim was actually a key source of 
PBM profits

$1,919 

$1,346 

$369 $336 
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$2,500

AWP Managed
Care Paid

NADAC AWP - 82.5%

Calcipotriene Price per Claim in FL
2018 Staywell/WellCare

Source: 3 Axis Advisors analysis of Florida’s Medicaid Claims Data, CMS data, and MediSpan Price Rx

* See 3 Axis’ full Florida Medicaid analysis for more detail:

https://www.3axisadvisors.com/projects/2020/1/29/sunshine-in-the-black-box-of-pharmacy-benefits-management

PBMs used Florida pharmacies to drive Medicaid 

volume on an expensive and largely useless drug, 

and then grabbed the profits from the pharmacies, 

needlessly increasing Florida’s Medicaid costs   

STEP 1
Pay $1,346 to pharmacy at point-of-

sale as a “non-generic” drug

STEP 2
Reclassify drug as generic for 

pharmacy, adjusting payment to $336

STEP 3
Claw back $1,010 on each claim

https://www.3axisadvisors.com/projects/2020/1/29/sunshine-in-the-black-box-of-pharmacy-benefits-management
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As “spread” and “rebate” scrutiny grows, 
PBM focus turns to fees and specialty

~
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Strategies for reining in prescription drug 
overcharges

• Eliminate conflicts of interest

• De-link supply chain compensation from list prices

• Full transparency – including post-adjudication “true-ups”

• Use objective pricing benchmarks reflective of actual costs rather 

than subjective, inflated indexes that can be manufactured by 

supply chain participants

• Create objective definitions for key terms in contracts

• Standard services should have standard payment terms

• Pay for services and value outside of the drug transaction itself

• Full pass-through of all drugmaker price concessions

• Understand full risks and opportunities of vertical integration
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antonio@3axisadvisors.com

Twitter: @A_Ciaccia

Thank you, Ohio.

mailto:antonio@3axisadvisors.com
https://twitter.com/A_Ciaccia
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The U.S. prescription drug supply 
chain is built on “fake prices”

28

► List prices for prescription drugs are wildly overinflated relative to 
their actual cost.

► PBMs use those list prices (AWP) as the basis for their pricing 
guarantees to pharmacies and plan sponsors.

► Brand name drugs have high AWPs that are offset by negotiated 
rebates and discounts that make those net prices much lower.

► Generic drugs have high AWPs (derived from brand drugs) that in no 
way reflect the actual prices pharmacies pay to acquire those drugs.

► In both regards, the “actual” prices of both brand and generic 
drugs are hidden from the plan sponsor and patient.
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The fallout of fake prices: Brand 
specialty drug differential pricing

16.1% 16.6%
18.2%

16.7%
18.0%

19.2%
20.1%

18.4%

Plan A Plan B Plan C Plan D

2018 Over $2,000 per Rx 
Brand-drug AWP Discount 

(Excl. 340B)  

Affiliated Non-affiliated

Less

Expensive

More

Expensive

2018-19

Under 

$2,000 per 

Rx

Over 

$2,000 per 

Rx

Plan A 0.6% 60.2%

Plan B 0.4% 53.0%

Plan C 0.3% 18.2%

Plan D 0.2% 44.9%

Percentage of Brand Drug Claims Filled by Affiliated Pharmacy
Florida Medicaid Managed Care Claims Data (excl. 340B)

In Florida, specialty drugs are not only steered to affiliated pharmacies, but they are also more expensive at affiliated pharmacies!

https://www.3axisadvisors.com/projects/2020/1/29/sunshine-in-the-black-box-of-pharmacy-benefits-management
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The fallout of fake prices: Humira 
differential pricing

https://www.3axisadvisors.com/projects/2020/1/29/sunshine-in-the-black-box-of-pharmacy-benefits-management

Affiliated 
Pharmacy

80.3%

Non-
Affiliated 

Pharmacy
19.7%

2018-19 Humira Claim 
Capture, Excl. 340B

If Florida Medicaid would have recognized the non-affiliated pharmacy cost on the claims within the affiliated 

pharmacies, over $1.5 million in savings would have been realized on Humira alone.

17.3% 17.5% 17.8% 17.7%17.5%

19.8% 20.1% 19.9%

Plan A Plan B Plan C Plan D

2018-19 Humira Brand-drug AWP 
Discount, Excl. 340B

Affiliated Non-affiliated

Less

Expensive

More

Expensive
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https://www.3axisadvisors.com/projects/2020/1/29/sunshine-in-the-black-box-of-pharmacy-benefits-management
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The fallout of fake prices: Generic drugs

► In the U.S., every drug has multiple, different 
prices

► Average Wholesale Price (“AWP”) and 
Wholesale Acquisition Cost (“WAC”) are both 
unilaterally set by the manufacturer

– Not dictated by competitive market forces

► National Average Drug Acquisition Cost 
(“NADAC”) is based on a voluntary national 
survey of pharmacy invoice costs

– Is dictated by competitive market forces 

► Alabama Actual Acquisition Cost (“AAC”) is 
based on a mandatory survey of pharmacy 
invoice costs

– Is dictated by competitive market forces 

– Ohio Medicaid pursuing their own AAC 
survey under PBM redesign

$797.40 

$162.90 

$20.70 $17.10 

AWP WAC NADAC Alabama AAC

Generic Nexium (Esomeprazole 40mg)

Median price for a 90 count bottle in June 2020

Generic Nexium’s AWP is 47 

times higher than it’s AAC

Source: MediSpan Price Rx, Elsevier Gold Standard Drug Database, CMS, 3 Axis Advisors  
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AWP is a thoroughly broken drug pricing 
benchmark for generic drugs

► This chart shows another problem with AWP

– Not only is it wildly inflated, it does not 
decline with increased market 
competition

► The light orange bars (right axis) show that the 
number of competitors producing this drug went 
from one in Feb 2015 to 13 today

► The light blue line (NADAC) and dark blue line 
(AAC) show that as more competitors came to 
market, the price drops precipitously

– NADAC is down 96% from May 2015

► The brown line shows that WAC declines with 
increased competition, but not nearly as 
responsively as surveyed pharmacy invoice costs

– Remember, WAC is set by the drugmaker, 
not the marketplace

► Lastly, the green line is AWP. This price 
benchmark is completely immune to the effects of 
competition, increasing since the drug’s launch 
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Actions speak louder than words
PBMs PIN THEIR CLIENTS’ DRUG COSTS TO BOGUS AWP PRICES

Contract Pricing from PBM A

Contract Pricing from PBM C Contract Pricing from PBM D

Contract Pricing from PBM B
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Which AWP is the AWP?

$0.00 $1.00 $2.00 $3.00 $4.00 $5.00 $6.00 $7.00 $8.00 $9.00 $10.00

A-S MEDICATION SOLUTIONS

APHENA PHARMA SOLUTIONS

GOLDEN STATE MEDICAL SUPPLY

PDRX PHARMACEUTICAL

PROFICIENT RX

SANDOZ

Generic Prilosec 20mg average AWP per unit, 2021

1000-count 180-count 90-count 30-count

Depends upon who you ask
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AWP is designed to increase over time for 
generic drugs

► We calculated pricing for ALL generic capsules 
and tablets dispensed in Ohio Medicaid

– Total of $2.6 billion in drug spending between 2014 
and H1 2020*

► The true cost of generic drugs (NADAC, light blue 
line) has declined by 40% over 5.5 years, to $8.40 
per claim

► Against that backdrop, the AWP of the exact same 
collection of generic drugs has increased 34%, 
from $105 per claim to $141 per claim

– The lack of market-based pricing, combined with 
more expensive drugs coming to market naturally 
pushes AWP up over time 
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PBMs cannot claim they are working to lower 

drug prices and then use a benchmark 

designed to increase them

* This is the total Medicaid spending between Q2 2016 and Q1 2020 on generic drugs with a published NADAC

Source: MediSpan Price Rx, Elsevier Gold Standard Drug Database, CMS, 3 Axis Advisors  


